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Digital preservation is a complex field that incorporates multiple technical,
social, cultural, educational and informational dimensions. In spite of its appar-
ent multi-dimensionality, the bulk of digital preservation and general preserva-
tion literature has focused on the technical aspects of ensuring the longevity of
specific materials [1] instead of considering the premises, implications and con-
textuality of preservation activity. Besides being a societally and scholarly sig-
nificant context itself, archaeology and the management of archaeological data
provides an interesting context of investigating and discussing these general is-
sues. The amount of digital archaeological data has grown exponentially during
the last two decades as the archaeological field documentation has digitalised in
a fast pace. In spite of the advances in documentation and analysis techniques,
until recently the management of archaeological data has been under relatively
little serious scrutiny.

The present paper discusses the digital preservation of archaeological infor-
mation with a focus on the continuum of the contemporary practices of digital
documenting archaeological investigations, preservation of digital data and its
anticipated and actual uses at the present and in the future in archaeological re-
search, museums and various societal contexts. A special emphasis is placed on
discussing the role of the education (i.e. university departments) and the archae-
ological communities of practice as key stakeholder communities that influence
the evolution of the ideas and practical procedures of digital documentation and
preservation. The findings discussed in the paper are based on two interview
studies of Nordic archaeologists and an analysis of documentation guidelines
and digital archaeological archives. The analysis is informed by documentation
theory [3] and the records continuum approach of Upward, McKemmish et al.
[6][4] together with practice theory of Lave and Wenger [2].

The findings show that there are multiple gaps in the current continuum of
managing and preserving digital archaeological data. There is a lack of standard-
ised and documented workflows on local, regional, national and international
contexts and especially, it is not altogether clear that the present strategies and
practices comply with the current and currently anticipated needs of what is
preferable to preserve and how. A central challenge in the continuum is the
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question of that what archaeologists consider relevant to document of the past
and what aspects of the past a particular type of data and a larger corpus
of digital archaeological information is assumed to document. During the last
ten years the digital skills of individual archaeologists and archaeology students
have improved significantly [5], but if the major problem in 2004 was related
to technology skills, at the moment an equally significant issue is related to the
conceptual level questions of information and preservation management.
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